What’s your weak link?
Trying to eat ‘better’ to lose body fat is a period that the majority of the population go through
at one point or another in their lives, often in cycles.
In this age of information it is often an abundance of information that leads to confusion but
also brings a problem in execution and application rather than know – how.
The majority of people can decipher that fresh fruit and vegetables are going to do more for
their health than processed cereals and sweets for example. If we know this than why aren’t
we all doing it and walking around lean?
There are 4 parts to the application that we need to nail to start feeding ourselves the way
that is aligned with us getting the results we want.
1. Planning. This is the obvious starting point that many of us brush over. What are you
eating at each meal this week? If you know this than the next step is going to be a lot more
efficient and effective. Dan John likes to have the same thing on each corresponding day of
the week with his family. Monday may be home made pizza night, Tuesday steak night etc.
Once you plan you not only set up the next step but you stop decision fatigue which is another
reason for you to skip the healthy meal.
2. Shopping. Once you have planned your meals for the week you need to actually shop to
make sure it is in the house when you need it. If it’s not in the house you will eat something
less ideal or hello Uber eats. You may like to shop one day per week or multiple days.
Whatever it is just lock it into your routine.
3. Cooking. Now we know what we are eating, we have the ingredients and now we just need
to have the time put aside to cook. Once again – you could cook everything in one day and set
it up in Tupperware for the week or you could cook every day. This is very personal to your
lifestyle so make it fit in to you. Obviously this step requires some basic skills and utensils
also.
4. Eating. The obvious last step is now we need to eat the meal. This may be obvious but is
sometimes skipped due to ‘not having the time’ or ‘forgetting’. If this is you, use an alarm to
remind you and block out times to eat in your day so you can sit and appreciate your food and
not eat in the middle of stress.
What I encourage you to do is look at the above 4 steps and review which step is the one that
often pulls you up. If you don’t have any of them sorted than focus on number 1, planning.
Keep doing this until you have it part of your routine and then focus on your next step.
A good step that I got off Dan John and Josh Hillis in ‘Fat Loss Happens on Monday’ is the
creation of a compliance sheet. This works as a review of the week so you can keep on
improving your eating by looking at which of the above steps are going well and which one
you can improve. You can find this below in this module to download a sheet to track your

week. The goal would be to keep getting more ticks at each meal which simply means eating
aligned with your goals. If you are following a meal plan it may be that you only tick if you eat
off the plan. If you are looser with it you may be ticking if it’s a home cooked meal or
whatever your guidelines are for yourself.

